Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting Interim Meeting Minutes
Twelfth month third day 2016 at New Garden Friends Meeting
PFYM clerks and monthly meeting and worship group representatives in attendance:
Emilie Condon
Naveed Moeed
Marian Beane
Kathy Metzo
Julie Stafford
Tony Lowe
Mike Wilson

Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill
Charlotte
Charlotte
Charlotte
Fancy Gap
Fancy Gap

Jane Carter
Dot Mason, clerk Nominating
Chandlee White
Martin King
John Shuford
Gary Hornsby

New Garden
New Garden
New Garden
Raleigh
Raleigh
Salem Creek

Other Friends joining us for this meeting were Jan Schmidt (Raleigh Friends), the PFYM Friends
Committee on National Legislation representative, Judy Haugher-Bartlet (New Garden), Susan Ikenberry
(New Garden), Carolyn Crist-Schwab (New Garden), Kathy Walker (Abingdon Friends clerk), Terry Walker
(Abingdon Friends), Paul Klever (Hillsborough Worship Group) and Sally Freeman (Hillsborough Worship
Group).
Meeting began with a period of silent worship.
Clerk Marian Beane invited Friends to introduce themselves, give their meeting affiliation, and share
news personal or of their meeting.
The clerk informed us of those whose sent their regrets for today’s meeting. Christina Connell and Alice
Carlton are sick with colds; and Carol Morris has conflicting obligations. Deb Parvin, representative from
Fancy Gap, sent a message to the clerk that after much prayerful consideration she is stepping away
from her Interim Meeting responsibilities to help meet the increasing needs of her aging parents, and to
better cherish her time with them. Doris Wilson, representative from Upstate Friends Worship Group, is
not in attendance today, and the clerk informed Interim Meeting that Doris and Mike’s son Brennan
died this past week at the age of 37 after an extended illness.
The proposed agenda was reviewed and agreed upon, with the addition of a report on the FCNL annual
meeting from Jan Schmidt.
Minutes from the August 20, 2016 Interim Meeting were approved with one edit; and minutes from the
Joint PFF-PFYM Meeting on the same date were approved with like edit. Friends expressed appreciation
to the recording clerk.

Clearness Committee Report on Abingdon Friends Affiliation (attached)
We heard the report from the clearness committee, whose members are Karen McKinnon (Hillsborough
Worship Group/Durham Friends), Martin Doherty (Charlotte Friends), Christina Connell (Salem Creek
Friends), and Marian Beane (Charlotte Friends). They told of their trip to Abingdon, VA and their warm
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welcome at Elderspirit, the meeting place of Abingdon Friends. They described worship together,
fellowship over lunch, and an extended period of sharing with twelve Abingdon Friends around their
leading to affiliate with Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting. The clearness committee came away feeling
refreshed in spirit and understanding that Abingdon Friends are united in seeking affiliation. The
committee is united in recommending the affiliation of Abingdon Friends with PFYM.
Asked if they wished to comment, Kathy Walker expressed valuing that the relative proximity of PFYM
would afford opportunity for Abingdon Friends to participate with other meetings, which some have not
been able to do previously. Terry Walker agreed that getting to know other Friends and meetings, and
experiencing the softness and kindness among Friends, as in Friendly exchange and discussion, would
have a positive impact on the lives of Abingdon Friends and the life of their meeting.
The clerk reported that PFF Friends in Representative Body have considered this report, and unite with
the committee’s recommendation. Interim Friends approved supporting the clearness committee’s
report. Therefore, PFYM is uniting with PFF, and this recommendation will go forward for affiliation
approval at annual sessions.

Policy and Procedures Working Group Report (Marian Beane for Christina Connell)
1. The working group is seeking approval to circulate the Policy and Procedures Handbook to our
constituent monthly meetings and worship groups for review and comment prior to developing
the final draft to submit for approval at annual sessions in March.
2. Two new sections on Archives and Affiliation with and Representation for Quaker Organizations
have been drafted for review today (attached) in inclusion in the distribution.
3. In addition, the working group is seeking guidance on whether to develop our own list of
resources or simply to include a statement recommending those of established yearly meetings’
Faith and Practices such as SAYMA (excellent "Basic Reading List") and NYYM (excellent
"Glossary" of Quaker terminology).
4. Finally, the working group asked whether we need a continuation of this working group or move
to following the Handbook PROCEDURE TO ESTABLISH AND APPROVE CHANGES TO THE
HANDBOOK, page 13, which provides a streamlined process for updating the Handbook.
Interim Meeting reviewed the proposed draft sections, added “yearly meeting” to describe the clerk in
the last sentence of the Affiliations section, and substituted “ask for” in the place of “need” regarding
representatives requesting financial support. With these edits, meeting agreed with including these
sections in the draft to be distributed among meetings and worship groups prior to the Interim Meeting
February meeting.
Friends approved a suggestion that we put the recommended Glossary and Basic Reading List in our
draft for circulation so our meetings, worship groups and Interim Meeting can consider whether the fit
is good. The Policy and Procedures Working group is recommended to continue until after annual
sessions, at which time the procedure on additions to the handbook will go into effect.
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Distributions. Friends asked that our practice be that distributions to monthly meeting and worship
group clerks be copied to Interim Meeting representatives. This will better allow IM representatives to
fulfill their responsibilities around facilitating communication and work of the yearly meeting.

Peace and Social Concerns Witness Working Group Report (Naveed Moeed and John Shuford)
Working group member Kathy Metzo reported on the progress creating a structure for networking
across PFYM/PFF meetings on peace and social concerns. Google Groups have been set up on particular
concerns: criminal justice, sustainability, environment, and regional concerns. The need now is for
Friends to start using the Google Groups as a beta test. The working group proposes to send an
invitation for Friends to visit the Google groups which have been set up.
Realizing that filling in the spaces for information on the concerns will attract interested people to use
the groups, the working group is also requesting to conduct a survey which will inventory who in our
meetings could start populating this information.
Friends requested that guidance from the working group on how meetings can assure inclusion of those
Friends who are less computer literate in responding to the survey and the invitation to participate in
the Google groups be included with the survey and invitation distribution. Friends also requested that
the working group create a report on the findings of the survey for annual sessions. With those
additions, meeting approved the working group requests. We will move forward with only PFYM
meetings and worship groups right now, to include PFF meetings after PFF Representative Body has
considered these requests in their January meeting. The survey, invitation, and guidance will be sent to
meeting clerks and copied to PFYM representatives.

Reminder to use the word Piedmont. At one point in the meeting we caught ourselves referring to our
meetings as North Carolina meetings, failing to include our affiliates from the states of Virginia and
South Carolina. We reminded ourselves to use instead the words Piedmont Friends, and suggested we
might try on for size the term greater piedmont, as in Friends of the greater piedmont.

Statistical and Status Reports Working Group (Marian Beane for Deb Parvin)
This work is still out with the monthly meetings, with a January 15 due date for submitting reports to
Kathy Metzo. Representatives are asked to acquaint themselves with where their meeting is in the
collection phase. Abingdon Friends have already submitted their report! Kathy Metzo and Carol Morris
will continue carrying this work through the current cycle leading to annual sessions.
Clerk Marian Beane reminded meeting that the working group has recommended we consider a Records
Committee for this work. In consideration of this recommendation, it has been noted that holding all
the work relating to records in one place might promote continuity and coordination.
Question was raised about how best to consider the spiritual condition reports. We understand NCYMFUM has in the past appointed a small committee under M&C that took the spiritual condition reports
and developed a report for the yearly meeting. Similarly, our working group plans to do a compilation of
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the reports for report to annual sessions. We could include all of the meeting reports in total. The idea
was considered that the Epistle Committee could be asked to take on this task going forward. Interim
Meeting will continue to hold this concern.

Report on FCNL Annual Meeting (Jan Schmidt)
Jan presented her report, which is attached here. In response, Friends considered how best to network
among greater piedmont FCNL representatives, including monthly meeting Friends who act to keep their
meeting informed about FCNL activities. A member of the Peace and Social Concerns Witness working
group suggested that they could set up a Google group for FCNL lobbying, and Friends encouraged that
action. PFYM will continue to consider ways to help us live into our relationship with FCNL.
The report was received from Jan with thanks and appreciation for her enthusiasm for this work.

Anticipating PFYM Financial Needs Working Group (John Shuford and Gary Hornsby)
Gary Hornsby reported on some of the initial thinking of the working group. Clerk Marian Beane raised
for consideration one of the concerns held by this working groups: the timeliness of establishing a
budget committee and treasurer; or perhaps just a finance committee as a resource for PFYM prior to
consideration of a treasurer.
Friends discussed this consideration. While there was no clear sense that the time is right to establish a
treasurer position or a finance committee, there was a sense to have a place for financial considerations,
such as a place for consultation to our representatives to Quaker organizations around meeting their
financial requests.
Interim Meeting approved renaming the working group as Finance Working Group to hold and help
season the concerns regarding the finances of PFYM. It was suggested that the working group could be
part of our maintaining the relationship with PFF around funds, and help Interim Meeting consider at
what threshold PFYM will need our own financial structure. The working group was invited to bring to
our February meeting suggestions for a more detailed description of their purpose for additional clarity
in explaining this group to annual sessions.

Nominating Committee Report (Dot Mason)
Dot reminded us that other members of Nominating Committee are Emily Condon (Chapel Hill), Vernie
Davis (Raleigh), Dee Edelman (Salem Creek), and Ruth Moeller (Charlotte).
Nominating Committee recommends Susan Ikenberry (New Garden), for the PFYM representative to the
FWCC Section of the Americas. Dot reports that Susan is enthusiastic about serving in this way, speaks
Spanish, and has experience with wider Friends through work with AFSC. Susan has exposure to FWCC
through her son’s European pilgrimage years ago, and through the involvement of teens in her meeting
in FWCC gatherings. She appreciates the importance of the struggle between evangelical and nonevangelical Friends.
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Clerk Marian Beane reminded us that Annual Sessions gave Interim Committee the authority to appoint
representatives so they may begin their work before March 2017. Friends approved this appointment
with gratitude. Susan shared briefly about her experience with FWCC and the wider body of Friends; she
looks forward to representing PFYM at the annual meeting of the FWCC Section of the Americas in
March.
Nominating Committee reported for our information that Gary Hornsby, Assisting Presiding Clerk, has
expressed unreadiness to assume the role of Presiding Clerk in 2017. He has discussed this over time
with Marian Beane and recently indicated this to the Nominating Committee. It is Gary’s wish to
continue as Assisting Clerk for an additional year. Marian Beane has indicated that she is willing to
continue as Presiding Clerk in 2017. The two would then switch positions in 2018 in accordance with the
Yearly Meeting procedures on clerk and assisting appointments. This recommendation will come to
annual sessions for action.
Clerks Report to Interim Meeting (Marian Beane)
(See attached for report in full.)









Marian has received communication from FWCC Section of the Americas Executive Committee that
they will be recommending PFYM affiliation at their annual spring meeting in March.
A clearness committee for Hillsborough Worship Group affiliation has been named. They are John
Cardarelli (Salem Creek), Alice Carlton (Chapel Hill), and Bob and Carol Passmore (Durham Friends).
We may expect a report from this committee at our February meeting.
Marian has provided us with an FGC epistle (attached) regarding their decision to undertake an
institutional assessment around white privilege and white supremacy and announcement on the
launching of the Spiritual Deepening program.
Two positions are open on PFYM Nominating Committee, and Marian has named Gary Hornsby and
will name one other Friend to a Naming Committee.
Marian requests to carry greetings from PFYM to those who are involved in Right Sharing of World
Resources work as she travels to Sierra Leone with RSWR January 9-24, 2017.
Marian reported that Gary Hornsby (and Jeff Brown, clerk of PFF) attended the Clerking with Joy
workshop at Pendle Hill presented by Arthur Larrabee. Their participation was supported by PFF
funds. Gary expressed his appreciation for this opportunity, saying he came away from the
workshop very excited about doing the work of clerk of PFYM. “It felt like going home - I had always
wanted to go to Pendle Hill.” It was noted that NC meetings were well-represented among the clerk
attendees.

Preparing for 2017 Annual Sessions – first review of draft agenda items
As previously agreed with PFF, Annual Sessions will take place in two afternoon sessions on Saturday,
March 11, 2017 in conjunction with the PFF Spring Retreat at Carolina Friends School March 10-12,
2017.
Agenda Items – Friends added a couple of items to the draft agenda, with the resulting list:
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1. Clerk’s report with summary of year’s activity including appointments to AFSC, FCNL, FWCC and
joint meeting with PFF
2. Welcoming of Abingdon Meeting into affiliation
3. Welcoming of Hillsborough into affiliation (pending clearness committee report in February)
4. Interim Meeting Committee Reports and items (to be posted in advance)
a. Policy and Procedures document (final review at IM February meeting) for approval
b. MM statistical and status report/summary (information)
c. Nominating Committee Report for approval
d. Communications and Website Committee Report
5. Reports from representatives to AFSC, FCNL, FWCC (advance reports)
6. Naming Committee Report for service on Nominating Committee for approval
7. Meetings’ response to query: what has been most on the hearts of your meeting this year?
8. Appointment of the Epistle Committee
9. Naming those who have passed from our midst
10. Reports from working groups
11. Photo opportunity
Advance communication to meetings from the clerk will be sent soon (and copied to representatives),
including:




Dates of annual sessions
Reminder of statistical and status reports requested by January 15 (report forms which will be
attached)
Draft of Policy and Procedures Handbook – responses to be received by January 30

Friend Concern. Emilie Condon read the well-known dialog between William Penn and George Fox
about Penn’s wearing a sword in introducing her concern. She then held up the practice of Friends
writing a letter of conscientious objection on reaching age of 19, to be read at monthly meeting for
worship with attention to business and archived by the meeting. She reports that Curt Terrell of Chapel
Hill Meeting can be a resource on this practice to other meetings. In Chapel Hill Meeting, the letter is
signed by a meeting Trustee, who also signs a portion of the Friend’s Selective Service paperwork.
Emilie encourages other meetings to adopt a similar program if they do not already have one. Further
information is available on the Chapel Hill meeting website.
Friends expressed appreciation to New Garden Friends for their warm hospitality and for making this
space available to us.
The next Interim Meeting is scheduled for Saturday, February 11th, at New Garden Friends. We will be
approving final documents and the agenda in preparation for annual sessions at that meeting.
Meeting closed with a period of silent worship.

Julie Stafford, recording clerk
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Policy and Procedures Working Group Proposed Draft Sections 12-03-16
with Interim Meeting edits
PFYM ARCHIVES
Guilford College Friends Historical Collection is the designated repository for PFYM records
including minutes of Annual Sessions, Interim Meetings and related reports and documents
(minuted at Annual Sessions, March 12, 2016). An annual contribution will be made to the
Guilford College Friends Historical Collection from PFF funds to support the work of archiving
PFF/YM records.
The Communications & Website Committee has responsibility for maintaining communication
with the Guilford College Friends Historical Collection and submitting PFYM records for
archiving.
The Yearly Meeting encourages affiliated monthly meetings and worship groups to follow a
similar practice with regard to their archives.

AFFILIATION WITH AND REPRESENTATION FOR QUAKER ORGANIZATIONS
1. How organizations are chosen:
Provision for participation in the work of wider Friends organizations is among the actions
reserved to Annual Sessions (see section on PFYM Annual Sessions). Monthly meetings,
worship groups, or PFYM committees and working groups may suggest Quaker organizations
with which they suggest it would be beneficial for the yearly meeting to affiliate. It is helpful if
suggestions are brought first to Interim Meeting for consideration.

2. Representatives and their responsibilities:
Nominating Committee will include names of individuals to serve as representatives of PFYM to
Quaker organizations in its slate of nominees (see section on Nominating Committee).
Representation for Friends General Conference Central Committee is a joint appointment and
will be coordinated with the PFF Nominating Committee (see section on Nominating
Committee). The usual term is three years with the option of serving another term(s) depending
on the affiliated organization's policy.
Responsibilities of representatives to Quaker organizations will vary with the specific
organization. However, it is generally expected that the representatives serve as a channel of
communication, bringing PFYM's concerns to the Quaker organization and sharing the work of
the organization with PFYM, in particular at Annual Sessions and Interim Meeting. The way in

PFYM Policies & Procedures Handbook
21 November 2016

Working Group on Basic Documents
Draft Archive Section

which such communication takes place will vary appropriately with the individual serving as
representative and the organization involved.

3. Financial assistance for representatives:
All meetings that are affiliated with PFYM are also affiliated with and make annual financial
contributions to PFF. Financial resources are available through PFF to support necessary travel,
accommodation, etc. if individual representatives ask for assistance. Representatives requesting
financial assistance from PFF/YM are asked to consult with the PFYM presiding clerk in
advance.

PFYM Policies & Procedures Handbook
21 November 2016

Working Group on Basic Documents
Draft Archive Section

Report from clearness committee on Abingdon Friends Meeting seeking affiliation with PFF/YM.
Early on First Day morning, the 23rd of tenth month, members of the clearness committee for Abingdon
Friends affiliation traveled north and then west through the tree covered hills of North Carolina and
farms of Virginia to the bucolic town of Abingdon. There we were warmly welcomed by clerk Kathy
Walker and settled into worship in the octagonal- shaped Spirit House of Ellderspirit - an intentional
community designed for individuals and couples who are 55+. At the rise of meeting the clerk
welcomed visitors and at her invitation several lifted up joys and health concerns for those not present.
We then adjourned to the community’s dining room for fellowship and conversation while partaking of
homemade soups and fresh bread and returned to the Spirit House for a rich time of sharing on PFF &
PFYM and Abingdon Friends. Those present, some 12 in number, spoke about their individual journeys
that led them to the meeting and how the meeting community provides spiritual grounding and support
for its members and attenders. Some live in the Elder Spirit community and others nearby in the
surrounding community. While they have had some rough patches around differing understandings of
Friends practices they feel that they have come through these periods stronger and more well -knit as a
meeting community. Abingdon Friends Meeting is currently affiliated with Baltimore Yearly Meeting
(BYM) but being located in the farthest point west they find it a challenge to fully participate in Yearly
Meeting activities (some 8 hours away). Separate from their consideration of affiliation with PFF/YM
they have decided for a variety of reasons to withdraw their membership in the Yearly Meeting. Closer
to home Abingdon Friends have appreciated being among Friends at the Blue Ridge Friends Gathering a
regional group of Quaker meetings that meet annually for worship, fellowship, and shared concerns.
(We noted that Fancy Gap also participates in the Blue Ridge Gathering). They feel that the proximity of
PFF/YM (2-3 hours) will allow them to participate more fully in yearly meeting activity and be in
fellowship with other Friends. They are also drawn by the simplicity of the PFF/YM structure, vision,
core values and expectations for financial support from monthly meetings. They understand the
expectation of appointing representatives to PFF & PFYM representative bodies and are looking forward
to the opportunity to join with PFF/YM at this year’s spring retreat at Carolina Friends School.
The clearness committee came away from our time with Abingdon Friends feeling refreshed and
enriched in spirit. We understand the Meeting to be in unity in their desire to affiliate with and actively
participate in PFF/YM and we unite in our recommendation to welcome Abingdon Friends Meeting into
affiliation.
Members of the clearness committee: Karen McKinnon (Hillsborough Worship Group/Durham Friends),
Martin Doherty (Charlotte Friends), Christina Connell (Salem Creek Friends), Marian Beane (Charlotte
Friends.
Third of November, 2016

Friends Committee on National Legislation
Spirit-Led Action Annual Meeting 2016
Report
Introduction: The meeting was held in Washington, DC, November 10 – 13, 2016. Being held two days after the
unexpected election results, it was healing to be with Friends from across the country. The banner in the
meeting room was “Love Thy Neighbor, (No Exceptions).” It was a constant reminder of what our Quaker faith
expects of us…. but it is challenging! We had many times, both scheduled meetings for worship and informally
during business discernment, to worship together and share our spirit and Light.
Policy: The conference provided many opportunities to discuss the policy focus for the next two years as well as
the work of staff on specific policy issues. After the discernment of meetings across the country, and the policy
committee and staff, the policy committee presented a one page list of policy priorities and a booklet that
further defines the policies. After much discussion, few changes were made. A minute on sexism was approved
as well. Looking inward at our own corporate and individual behavior was integral to the policy decision-making
process.
FCNL and Meeting: The FCNL General Committee had the opportunity to learn more about the work of other
committees and activities during two workshop sessions. One of the workshops focused on “Ways to Bring FCNL
to Your Meeting”. There were five points that were discussed: 1) Throw a monthly letter-writing party; 2) Invite
a Visiting Friends to your meeting and/or become a Visiting Friend; 3) Hold a study group or potluck to discuss
policy issues; 4) Host an Advocacy Workshop and lobby in-district; 5) Start an FCNL Advocacy Team. In addition,
FCNL requests both corporate and individual donations to support its enormous agenda, both policy and a safe
place for people with opposite agendas to come together.
Finance: A second workshop focused on the work of the Finance Committee. FCNL, the lobbying arm, and the
FCNL Education Fund, a nonprofit charitable research organization, have separate budgets and boards, but
overlapping staff and some duplicative board members. The budget process is complicated and forward
thinking. The organizations appear to be financially stable for the coming years. The Capital Campaign to raise
$15 million dollars is close to reaching its goal. It will fund new programs and the renovation of the new building
adjacent to the FCNL office building.
NC Delegation: The thirteen people attending the Conference from North Carolina met together as a team twice
and also lobbied together with staff from both Senator Burr and Senator Tillis’ offices. In addition, people from
the team had appointments with the staff of their congressional representative. Each state group lobbied there
elected officials. In all there were about 180 lobby visits in just a few hours.
Advocacy Team: The Advocacy Team Leadership Workshop provided opportunity to learn what other advocacy
teams across the country found effective in successful collaboration among team members and strategies in
influencing legislators.
Conclusion: FCNL is the largest and oldest faith-based lobby organization in Washington DC. Our FCNL Vision is
“We seek a world free of war and the threat of war; We seek a society with equity and justice for all; We seek a
community where every person’s potential may be fulfilled; and We seek an earth restored.” FCNL has 73 years
of successes in bringing Quaker faith, values, testimonies and discernment to the legislative process. FCNL
successes come from its integrity, persistence, effectiveness and grassroots advocacy. Many of the people who
attended the conference having been dedicated to the organizations for years. They provide history and
strength to the mission and successes of the organization.
Submitted by Jan and John Schmidt

Clerks Report to Interim Meeting of December 3, 2016

1.

FWCC- Section of the Americas: Based on the Visitation Committee’s enthusiastic report the
The Executive Committee is recommending that PFYM be accepted into affiliation. The body
will consider this recommendation at the annual spring meeting in March to be held in
Pittsburgh, Pa. (see advance communications)

2. Clearness Committee for Hillsborough Worship Group: The following Friends have agreed to
serve on the clearness committee: John Cardarelli (Salem Creek), Alice Carlton (Chapel Hill), Bob
& Carol Passmore (Durham). Hillsborough WG had asked that Durham Friends under who’s
care the worship group currently is, participate in the clearness. The clearness committee will
meet with Hillsborough Friends on First Day of January 15, 2017 and we can expect a report at
the February meeting
3. Friends General Conference- At annual session in October the body agreed to undertake an
institutional assessment around issues of white privilege and white supremacy as requested in
the petition that was circulated at the Gathering and beyond and that has been supported by a
good number of yearly meetings. The new Spiritual Deepening program was launched this fall
and is now available online offering resources suitable to Friends of all ages (see advance
report).
4. Friends Fiduciary Executive Director- The clerk had a productive meeting with Jeff Perkins, a
committed Friend, about the services of Friends Fiduciary. And while PFYM is not ready to
invest any financial resources now(!!) Friends Fiduciary was very interested to know more about
the development of PFYM and its history with PFF.
5. Naming Committee – Gary Hornsby has agreed to clerk the naming committee and Marian will
be naming one additional Friend to serve with Gary. Currently there are two positions on
Nominating to be filled – the clerk and the position of Dee Edelman who is serving a one year
term.
6. The Clerk’s travel to Sierra Leone with RSWR January 9-24, 2017 – requesting that PFYM send
greetings but not a formal letter since now it is not clear that there are more than one or two
Quakers in Sierra Leone.

Friends General Conference Central Committee Epistle of Tenth Month, 2016
To Friends Everywhere—
Greetings from the 115 Friends gathered at Pearlstone Conference Center, Reisterstown,
Maryland for the Central Committee meeting of Friends General Conference, Tenth Month 2730, 2016.
In this beautiful pastoral setting of gardens and woodland, chickens, sheep and goats, our hearts
have been heavy as we remember the suffering in the world, and especially the emotional pain
and fear experienced by Friends of Color at the 2016 Gathering. We ask forgiveness for being
part of a domination culture that permits such cruelty. We ask forgiveness for our own
insensitivity in failing to notice the suffering in our midst. We pray for the wisdom, compassion,
and faithfulness needed to make FGC a beloved community in which all of God’s children are
embraced.
We have committed to undertaking an institutional assessment around issues of white privilege
and white supremacy, as requested in the petition circulated at the Gathering and beyond.
Several yearly meetings and monthly meetings have already offered financial support for such
an assessment, reflecting their deep commitment to the work of racial healing. We have heard
that Long Range Conference Planning Committee Site Selection Subcommittee now has a
majority of Friends of Color, and is hard at work looking for a safe and welcoming site for our
2018 Gathering. We look forward to real transformational changes in our beloved FGC.
We are also considering proposed changes to the governance structure of FGC, and beginning a
reconsideration of our vision statement. In both of these we hope to be more responsive to the
needs and leadings of our member yearly and monthly meetings. With great joy we celebrated
the launch of the first phase of our new Spiritual Deepening program, which is now available
online, offering resources suitable to Friends of all ages. Much additional content will be added
in the coming months and years. We envision these tools being used by Friends from all our
yearly meetings and beyond, as they gather in small groups to engage in deep, experiential
exploration of Quaker faith and practice.
We are moving forward in hope and faith. We invite your participation and your prayers.
Frank Barch, Presiding Clerk

